Colour By Number Pixel Puzzle Picture 3S: Mini-beasts

In this simple colour-by-number puzzle you must recreate the picture by colouring each pixel as given by its number. Look up the colour for each number in the key. For example, colour pixels marked 0 in black, and pixels marked 1 in red.

Do the much simpler first mini-beast picture puzzle (puzzle 1S) before this one. It is of exactly the same scene. However, it uses a low resolution. It uses a 16x16 grid. With fewer squares than here it can show less detail.

How many mini-beasts are in that picture. With more (64x64) squares this version is much higher resolution. Much more detail can be seen in this high resolution version. Are there more mini-beasts in the picture than could be seen in the lower resolution version? Would there be even more in an even higher resolution version?